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ON THE ROLE AND MODELLING OF INTERNAL BOUNDARIES
IN SIZE EFFECTS FOR METALS

Marc Geers∗, Varvara Kouznetsova, and Ron Peerlings

Department of Mechanical Engineering, Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands

Summary This paper focuses on the role of grain and phase boundaries in restricting dislocation motion, giving rise to size effects. Some
essential features of a thermodynamically consistent model for a grain boundary are presented, which accounts for the grain boundary
energy and defect structure and evolution. The role of a phase boundary is investigated with a dislocation transport driven crystal plasticity
model, revealing the explicit role of the plastic phase contrast and phase boundary resistance. Interesting size effects are thereby recovered.
Size effects can also be eliminated or inhibited by other microstructural mechanisms. Two cases are addressed to illustrate this. The first
case reveals the role of dislocation climb and its effectiveness in dissolving dislocation pile-ups. The second case concerns a very thin
austenitic phase in martensite, whereby the particular structure of the phase and its interface give rise to preferential sliding mechanisms
that circumvent the common dislocation driven size effects.

INTRODUCTION

Size effects are a key ingredient to control and improve the mechanical behaviour of metallic microstructures and minia-
turized components. The analysis of size effects in metals has received continuous attention in the past two decades, both
experimentally and numerically. Size effects can be categorized according to the underlying mechanisms or origins:

• statistical size effects: these result from the local variations of the actual number of grains in miniaturized specimens
(typically ’small is weak’)

• first-order size-effects: related to the influence of the ratio between microstructural size (e.g. grain size) and the charac-
teristic specimen/component dimensions, e.g. inducing texture effects.

• second-order size effects: typically induced by lattice curvature in metals or dislocation pile-ups, modelled by a strain
gradient (crystal) plasticity approach (typically ’small is strong’)

Some size effects are the intrinsic result of specimen fabrication (processing-induced). Exploiting size effects implies
to substructure materials in order to retrieve ultra-fine phases in a microstructure, typically accompanied by many internal
boundaries. This contribution on size effects focuses on the role and modelling of internal boundaries on the one hand, and
on mechanisms that tend to eliminate or circumvent size effects triggered by internal boundaries.

SIZE EFFECTS THROUGH INTERNAL BOUNDARIES

Grain boundaries
The first classical example of an internal boundary is the grain boundary. Grain boundaries typically constrain dislocation

motion and may induce pile-ups that are largely responsible for the observed Hall-Petch effect. A multiscale grain boundary
plasticity framework is briefly presented, which is an extension of a dislocation based gradient enhanced crystal plasticity
framework [1]. Driven by the need for a physically based continuum scale description of the grain boundary energy required
in continuum modelling frameworks, a multiscale approach is proposed that leads to a continuum representation of the initial
grain boundary structure defect content and energy, based on the output of atomistic simulations. A continuum model is
developed that incorporates the description of the defect redistribution along the grain boundary into the grain boundary
plasticity model. The effect of these mechanisms on the mechanical response will be demonstrated.

Phase boundaries
Phase boundaries reveal a large contrast in (plastic) properties and are therefore more effective in impeding or restricting

dislocation motion. Here, the effect of a phase boundary will be demonstrated through a dislocation transport based crystal
plasticity model [2]. The influence of the drag resistance in the different phases is addressed in particular. The interface
properties of the phase boundary are varied, ranging from a transparent boundary to an impenetrable barrier for dislocations.
A qualitative analysis is performed to study the effect of interface, material and geometrical parameters on the overall response
of a two-phase laminate. The continuum dislocation transport model reveals a composite behaviour that cannot be captured
by classical averaging methods. Interesting size effects emerge due to the dislocation transport.
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MICROMECHANICAL MECHANISMS AGAINST SIZE EFFECTS

Interfacial mechanisms triggering size effects may be neutralized by other microstructural mechanisms. Two cases are
examined in more detail. The first case extends a strain gradient crystal plasticity model with vacancy diffusion assisted
climb. The second case focuses on a particular interface in high-strength steels, where very thin austenite films exist within
laths of martensite.

Dislocation climb coupled to vacancy diffusion
To investigate the role of dislocation climb on size effects, a fully coupled glide-climb crystal plasticity model is used [3].

Dislocation climb is thereby controlled by the diffusion of vacancies. The governing strain gradient crystal plasticity model
is extended, whereby the climbing dislocations are incorporated in the governing transport equations. The kinematics of the
extended model accounts for the contribution of climb in the crystallographic split of the plastic strain rate tensor. Using
this extended formulation, it is shown that dislocation climb is a efficient mechanism to gradually dissolve pile-ups, thereby
having a significant influence on the resulting size effects.

Austenitic thin films in martensite
Martensite is generally known as a hard and brittle phase. However, ductile deformation of martensite is also often reported

in the literature. One of the possible explanations is the presence of thin films of retained austenite in the martensitic laths.
Whereas this constitutes a very thin phase, along with phase boundaries, the net effect is opposite to what might be expected
from the classical size effect reasoning. It is shown that the crystallographic orientation relationship between both phases
on the one hand, and the particular atomic interfacial structure on the other hand, both favour plastic deformation (sliding)
parallel to the phase boundary [4]. As a result thereof, deformation localizes around these thin films, giving rise to large
apparent deformations in the embracing martensitic phase without size effect strengthening.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper adresses the strengthening role of internal boundaries, constituting a major contribution to size effects in
metals. It is shown that besides dislocation pile-ups, other mechanisms may be essential. For grain boundaries, the defect
absorption and redistribution matters. For phase boundaries, phase contrast in dislocation transport alone already contributes
to size effects. Moreover, dislocation-pile ups can be dissolved through climb at higher temperatures or circumvented by other
particular micromechanisms. This analysis effectively illustrates that predicting size effects in metals quantitatively remains a
major challenge.
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